Continent Word Search

Circle the names of the seven continents in the puzzle below. Names may be horizontal, vertical, diagonal, forward, or backward.

North America  Australia  South America
Antarctica  Asia  Europe  Africa

M W A Y W E E W F V E C A F H A A X
S Y J A T C K R F A U C W I C D U L
I U U U X L Z X A R A V W I S M S V
W K D F T V W L H N C T R Y N A T H
Q A I F G J Z G K I T E E P R Y R H
N F Q T D U U R F E M A A A A A A A R A F
P H Y E S O U T H A M E R I C A L Q
T D H M B E Q K H M H F B C F P I Z
L T U Z Y C I T O P F L H R T P A R
P Q K B H E R B R Y W K I O W I S I
N U N E P O R U E I U C P W E M C Y
T A U Q N V P D Y K A S K E M E A A

Complete each sentence. Use your almanac if you need help.

1. I live on the continent of ______________________________.

2. There are _____________________ continents on planet Earth.

3. _________________________ is the largest continent.

4. The smallest continent is ________________________________.

5. The ___________________________ is divided by all of the continents.

6. _________________________ is the windiest and iciest continent.

7. The Sahara Desert covers much of the northern part of ____________________.

8. The Amazon River flows through ______________________________.
Continent Word Search

Circle the names of the seven continents in the puzzle below. Names may be horizontal, vertical, diagonal, forward, or backward.

North America  Australia  South America
Antarctica  Asia  Europe  Africa

Complete each sentence. Use your almanac if you need help.
1. I live on the continent of **ANSWERS WILL VARY**.
2. There are **seven** continents on planet Earth.
3. **Asia** is the largest continent.
4. The smallest continent is **Australia**.
5. The **ocean** is divided by all of the continents.
6. **Antarctica** is the windiest and iciest continent.
7. The Sahara Desert covers much of the northern part of **Africa**.
8. The Amazon River flows through **South America**.